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Note: (i) All the symbols have their usual meanings

(ii; Figures at the right side of questions indicate full niarks

Q.1 Multiple Choice Quesfions (Artempr All)
(l) For I > 0, the particle has a kinetic energy
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(2) Any particle with energy cannot enter in tlie regions I ancllll

(a) zero
(c) negative

(a) 8=0
(c) E.:0

(3) If the particle moving in a

described as a stationary statc
(a) time independent
(c) velocity dependent

(4) For adjoint operator A, ( ,p, Ai,)=
(a) (Q', A4t)
(c) (4. AV)

(5) Eigen values of a self ad.joint operator is
(o) aiways 0
(c) real

(6) lf (t,,,,,1r is l(ronecker delta tiurction

, (a) ift/2
(c) n

(8) Force acting on the pendulun
(a) velocity
(c) displacement

(b) positive
(d) infinity

(b) I' =c<
(d) E:,0

potential therr the solution of the wave equation is

(b) time dependent
(d) veiocity independent

(b) (A*fr, ,1,)
(d) (A d), U)

('o) infinite
(d) imaginary

thencl',,,.,r=lwhen
(a) ln = ru (b) ?n ::r 11

(c) ?il .r:'ll (d) ill ;b It
(1) If A & B are a canonically con-jugate pair of'operator, then h, Bl

(9) ln a rigid rotatcr distance between trvo particles is

(t']') ih
(d) 2itt

is proportional to _--
(b) tirne
(d) acceleration

(b) zero
(d) variable

(b) discrete
(d) infinity

(a) constant
(.) infinite

(10) Energl,of an isotropic oscillatcr is
(a) continues
(c) zero

Q.2 Filling the blanks and True-Fatse [0gi(l) Any wave fuuctiotr havirtg synrnretry property is saiil to be of otid paritl,
(fnre/False)

(2) l'he limit of a region-lll for a sqLlare well potentiai is
(3) if A and B are non-conlurlrtative self--ad.joint operators then (AB)+ = BA

(True/False)
(4) 'l'he value of'constant of integration ibr ij tlnction normalized momenrum eigen

ftinction is .-.-_
(5) The same state of al! tlie cornponents of f opclatol is possible (True/False)
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(6)
(7)
(8)

The ground state energy lbr simple harmonic osoillator is E =
The H- atorn is a two-particle system (Trure/False)

Angulaf momentum is defined as L =

Short Questions (Attempt any Ten)
( I ) Define square well potential .

(2) Write tlie admissible solution for a particle in a square well potential.
(3) What is the condition of the totalprobability of the wave function ?
(4) Define adioint and self'-adjoint operator.
(5) What is Dirac delta fur:rction?
(6) Define degenerate and non-degenerate eigen values,
(7) Define sirnple harmonic oscillator,
(8) Defirre Bosons and Fermions ,

(9) Write the Hamiltonian lbr interacting and non-interacting systems.
(10) Write down expression fbr Vz in spherical polar coordinates.
(11) What is rigici rotator'i State the expression fbl irs energy level scparaiioti.
(12) What is isotropic oscillator''? Write the expression lbr its energy.

Long Questions (Attempt any four) All questions carry equal m:irks
(1) Derive the time independent Schrodinger equation and find its solr"rtion. Also state

the pirysical significance .
(2) Using tlie admissible solutions derive the equation of energy eigen values for a

particie in a sqr.rare weii potentiai-
(3) Discuss the fundamental postulates of wave mechanics with properties .

(4) Derive eigen function in momentunt space and nomralized it by f fimction
normalization method .

(5) State uncertainty principle and prove it fbr any pair of quantun mechanical
observables

(6) Derive the expression of energy eigen value of siurple harmonic oscillator
(7) Derive the expression o1'angulnr rlomentum operator 12in ternrs o1'spherical polar

coordinates
(8) Derive the radial wave equation for H-atom
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